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T H E PI N K TO GREE N TOOL KI T:
HOW TO ID EN TIF Y, ADDR ESS, AND
PR E V E NT SEX UAL HAR ASSM ENT
C R E AT E D B Y W I D E R O P P O R T U N I T I E S FO R W O M E N FO R T H E G R E E N W AY S
I N I T I AT I V E

TOOL 5.5
IMPERFECT PICTURES ROLEPLAY
Use this tool as part of the activity described in session 3 of the facilitator guide. The roleplay exercise enables training
participants to understand a real-world scenario involving sexual harassment and work through the issues involved.
This tool is also part of the pre-apprenticeship Multi-Craft Core Curriculum of the Building and Construction Trades Department,
AFL-CIO.

W H O S H O U L D U S E T H I S TO O L
Occupational training instructors, with their students

SOURCE
This tool was originally published by Chicago Women in Trades.

THE PINK TO GREEN TOOLKIT
This tool is part of The Pink to Green Toolkit: Adding a Gender Lens to Green Jobs
Training Programs, created by Wider Opportunities for Women for the GreenWays
initiative. All tools are available online at: www.jff.org/pinktogreen
The GreenWays initiative provides high-quality workforce services to employers
and to workers seeking to advance their careers in the green economy. The
initiative invests in 20 workforce partnerships across six diverse industry sectors

in eight metropolitan labor markets. It builds on JFF’s approach of organizing
employers and workforce resources into sectoral workforce partnerships to
promote career advancement for lower-skilled workers. GreenWays is supported
by grants from the U.S. Department of Labor through Pathways Out of Poverty
and the Green Jobs Innovation Fund.
www.jff.org/initiatives/greenways

A ROLE-PLAYING EXERCISE
FOR INTEGRATING WOMEN INTO
NONTRADITIONAL JOBS
THE BACKGROUND
An apprentice electrician, Ohma Wattage, has started to feel
uncomfortable working around some of the male carpenters
on her jobsite. They make constant remarks referring to her
personal life, make sexual jokes loudly and purposefully in front
of her and have hung a calendar of scantily clad women, posing
suggestively with tools, on the door to their shanty. She has to
pass this on the way to the bin where her pipe is stored. She is
required to work closely with the carpenter crew, even though
they work for a different company, coordinating their work.
The pressure is on to finish up, since the floor is overdue for
completion.

Meanwhile at the weekly jobsite coordination meeting of
the subcontractors and the general contractor, the site
superintendent, Huntley LeSauvage, raises his concern that
work on the floor where Ohma and the carpenters are working
is not yet finished. He also says he had a phone call from the
women’s group suggesting there might be a problem with
sexual harassment and wants to know what is going on. Archie
Conduit, the electrical foreman, says that he’s going to bring
a more experienced male apprentice to work next week and
everything should be okay then. Joey Studd, says his men just
want to be able to work like they used to and that what they
put in their gang boxes is their business. Huntley suggests the
two foremen and himself sit down with the General contractor’s

When Ohma asked the carpenters to remove the calendar, they

Equal Employment Opportunity manager to figure out what to

became angry and since then have been hampering her work

do.

and schedule in indirect ways; not finishing framing in an area
that she is scheduled to put pipe in, changing the work schedule
at the last minute, or insisting they need to work where she is
working and moving her out of the way. Because they are being
so uncooperative, she can’t get her work done. It has caused

YOUR MISSION
1. Divide into the two groups as indicated in the narrative.

her a great deal of stress. Her foreman, Archie Conduit is angry

In each group discuss each persons point of view on what

with her for not being finished on that floor and missing three

happened and what can be done to resolve it. Decide whether

days of work when she stayed home with the stomach flu. He

there is a violation of the law, who is being harmed and who

has implied that if she can’t keep up, he’ll have to lay her off.

is responsible. Develop a proposal and strategy for meeting

When she tried to explain her problem with the carpenters,

together with the other group. Identify immediate solutions

describing their attitude and the incident with the calendar, he

and a longer-term strategy to address what happened.

insists that she should just learn to “go along to get along” and

2. You will have ten minutes to discuss this in the small group.

to “stop making a mountain out of a mole hill.”

3. You will then have fifteen minutes with both groups together

Ohma mentions the problem to her union steward on the

to identify two immediate steps and one or two long-term

jobsite and calls the coordinator of the apprenticeship-training

policy changes that can be implemented. Identify who will

program. Although he says he will try to find her another job,

take what action.

he isn’t pleased that she has complained. Ohma also calls
the Tradeswomen’s Support Center, where she discusses
the problem with Jenda Justus, the counselor who suggests
that she, the coordinator, steward and Ohma meet to discuss
the problem and propose solutions. Jenda also calls the site
superintendent to report the problem.
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RULES OF THE GAME
1. Sustain your role at all times during the game itself, from the
moment you introduce yourself until the conclusion of the
problem solving session.

2. Work to gain the agenda of your character, even though it
may not reflect your own perspective or values

3. Do not fabricate activities, pasts, or agreements about other

Trades Women Advocate-Jenda Justus is a former pipefitter.
She has worked as an advocate for six years. Known for being
aggressive and tenacious. Her own past experience with sexual
harassment makes her strongly empathetic. She’s tired of
how slow attitudes change. She strongly believes in training,
for women, male workers and supervisors as the way to ease
women’s acceptance into the trades. But she also has pushed
lawsuits when necessary.

characters that do not happen in the confines of the game

Electrical Foreman-Archie Conduit has 20 years in the trades,

. . . (conversations, prior agreements, etc.) unless they are

15 years as a foreman. He doesn’t think women can do the

written into your role.

work, that men need these jobs, and that women in the trades

4. No financial bribes can be used in the game.

are ruining the industry. He is the sole support of his family
while his wife stays home. He runs a tight ship and doesn’t like
controversy. He doesn’t like anyone who goes over his head and

CHARACTERS
Electrician-Ohma Wattage is a divorced mother of three boys.
Ohma’s wages are her only income and she’s just moved to her
own place. This is the sixth company she’s worked for she is just

especially doesn’t like “complainers”. He invites the rest of his
crew for beers most nights but has never invited Ohma. He has
more important things to worry about than “girlie pictures” on
the jobsite.

finishing the third year of her apprenticeship. She has been with

General Contractor Superintendent-Huntley LeSauvage is

this company only a few short months but has a good record

under a lot of pressure to bring this public job in under budget.

with them. Although this job pays a lot better than her former

There have been a lot of slow downs and safety citations. He’s a

job as a secretary she doesn’t know how much longer she can

strong advocate for safety training and emphasizes safety at all

put up with the attitudes of the guys on the job. She is worried

weekly meetings and requires the subcontractors on his sites to

that she is getting the reputation of being a whiner, but she is

train their crews regularly, going beyond the federal regulations

certain she needs to stand up for herself to get good training

because he thinks it makes good business sense. He’s known as

and fair treatment.

fair and smart. He also knows that part of his job is to mediate

Apprentice Coordinator-Bob Barker, from the old school,

between work crews and to meet other federal guidelines.

came in on reform slate. He talks tough, acts gruff, but

Carpenter Foreman-Joey Studd is a married father of two

truly cares about the well being of all the apprentices he’s

daughters. His wife works as an accountant, and has told her

responsible for. He has difficulty placing women and doesn’t

husband of how hard it was when she became the first woman

want to try to find another contraction for Ohma since this

partner. This is his first assignment as a foreman on a job.

company has a lot of work and she has been placed too many

He is unaware of his workers’ behavior until the coordination

times already. Planning for his retirement in the next few years,

meeting.

Barker doesn’t want any controversy. He is really baffled that so

GC EEO Manager-James Monitor used to work for the

many women who get in drop out of the program and remains

government in their affirmative action office but wanted

angry with the tradeswomen’s group because their lawsuit

a higher salary. He knows that at the end of the year the

several years ago cost the union a lot of money in lawyer’s fees.

government will review the company, but that they have plenty

Electrical Union Steward-Hi Voltage is thinking about running

of private work for the future.

for union president. He wants to make sure all the members like

Observers: Pay attention to the actions and behavior of each

him.

character, remind people to stay in character, note what worked,
where there were obstacles and other observations on this
problem and the process to resolve it.
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NOTES ON CHARACTERS
Archie Conduit, Electrical Foreman

Huntley LeSauvage, General Contractor Superintendent
You recognize that running these big jobs is mostly about
getting good PR or no PR, meeting the budget and finishing

You believe that women should stay home and raise kids like

on time. A large part of your job is mediating between work

your wife does. You think men need these jobs, women can’t

crews. You believe that women should work at any job they are

do them and affirmative action lets unqualified people into the

qualified for, but believe that this should be a natural process,

trades. This is ruining the profession. You resent complainers

like the forces of the free market, not based on government

and get very upset when people go over your head. You know

regulation. After all you voluntarily set up an exemplary safety

you have to keep Ohma on because of the regulations but you

program that goes way beyond the requirements, because it

wish she could just handle her own conflicts with the other

makes good business sense. You try to let subcontractors work

trades like the rest of your crew. You have better things to do

out their own issues, but frequently intervene when things

than fight this battle.

aren’t moving fast enough or you see a safety issue.

Bob Barker, Apprentice Coordinator

Ohma Wattage, Third-year Electrical Apprentice

Although you are from the old school you know that your days

This work pays much better than you previous job as a

are numbered and a new era is approaching. A new regime has

secretary, but you are not sure how much longer you can put

just been voted in at the union and they courted the “women’s

up with the attitudes of many of your co-workers and the

vote”. You wanted to keep this job till your retirement in five

bosses who sometimes participate in hassling you or often

years. You are truly baffled as to why so many women drop

allow it. Nobody has shown any interest in training you or

out. You tried to get the new business agent to handle this, but

takes you seriously. You love the work but are beginning to feel

were told to call that women’s group that cost the program a lot

that maybe you are just not cut out for it since you haven’t

of money over that stupid lawsuit about the age limit. (No one

found an employer who will keep you on and you don’t feel

official ever told you the law had changed to no longer allow

that you have learned that much in the three years. You waver

age limits in the programs.)

between feeling angry, exhausted from trying to get along, and
frustrated that whenever you complain you get transferred or
laid off. You are worried that you have a reputation as a whiner.
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